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Reducing the chemical expansion coefficient in ceria by
addition of zirconia†

S. R. Bishop,‡*ab D. Marrocchelli,‡*c W. Fang,d K. Amezawa,d K. Yashirod

and G. W. Watsonc
Broader context

Oxygen non-stoichiometric oxides, e.g. CeO2 and TiO2, are routinely used
in energy applications, such as solid oxide fuel cells, three-way catalysts,
Li-ion batteries and water splitting. Chemical expansion is the lattice
parameter increase caused by changes in the oxygen content of these
materials and it has been recognized as a signicant source of device
degradation and subsequent failure. This paper represents the rst
successful attempt to minimize chemical expansion through a novel
technique of controlling lattice relaxation around atomic level defects in
CeO2. This was possible thanks to a detailed understanding of the
atomistic factors responsible for chemical expansion, obtained previously
by the authors using a combined computer simulation and experimental
approach. The development reported in our paper will aid researchers to
create systems where chemical expansion can be mitigated or even tuned,
according to specic device needs.
For the first time, the role of isovalent Zr substitution in cerium oxide

on the non-stoichiometry induced dilation (chemical expansion) was

investigated. Chemical expansion was derived experimentally using

HTXRD, dilatometry, and TGAmeasurements on Pr0.1Zr0.4Ce0.5O1.95�d

and computationally with DFT calculations on Zr0.5Ce0.5O2�d. Though

Zr was found to increase the reducibility and the corresponding

chemical expansion of ceria in the studied range, the relationship

between chemical expansion and non-stoichiometry (the chemical

expansion coefficient) was significantly smaller (54% less) than that

observed in ceria, and consistent with predictions from the authors'

previous work. The origin of the reduced chemical expansion coef-

ficient, associated with a larger contraction of the lattice around

oxygen vacancies, is explained using DFT calculations and corrobo-

rated with prior investigations of enhanced reducibility of ceria–

zirconia. Additionally, implications of this discovery for solid oxide

fuel cells and heterogeneous catalyst systems are also discussed.
Oxygen non-stoichiometric oxides are commonly used in solid
oxide fuel cells (SOFCs), where the simultaneous presence of
large concentrations of oxygen vacancies and charge compen-
sating electrons lead to mixed ionic electronic conductivity. This
serves to both increase the active area of SOFC electrodes for
oxygen reduction and fuel oxidation, as well as reduce the
barriers for such reactions.1 Due to the intrinsic nature of the
defects, changes in temperature and oxygen partial pressure
(typical of the environment in a SOFC) oen lead to large changes
in oxygen stoichiometry and, correspondingly, a large defect-
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induced dilation, known as chemical expansion.2,3 As an example,
the high ionic conductivity SOFC electrolyte and anode material,
GdxCe1�xO2�x/2�d, is known to become highly oxygen decient
(�4% at 800 �C) under anode conditions with isothermal
chemical expansion on the order of 1–2%.4–6 In order to avoid
mechanical failure, such behavior places constraints on the
operational range and design of SOFCs.3,7–9 Additionally, oxygen
storage materials, used in automotive three-way-catalysts,
undergo rapidly changing operating conditions with consequent
cyclic chemical expansion, resulting, in some cases, in their
fracture.10 These materials present large structural relaxations,
localized primarily around the smaller cation species, which
dramatically decrease the vacancy formation energy and thus
enhance oxide reducibility, a key gure of merit.11 Other exam-
ples of this phenomenon are the sometimes dramatic electrode
expansion in Li-ion batteries during Li intercalation12,13 and the
strain-induced metallic to insulator transitions in supercon-
ductors,14 with rearrangement of ions around point defects.

Recently, using a combination of advanced simulation
and empirical analysis techniques, the authors showed that, in
CeO2 and ZrO2, the chemical expansion coefficient (aC), anal-
ogous to the thermal expansion coefficient, is the result of two
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2013
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Fig. 1 Isothermal chemical expansion (a) and oxygen non-stoichiometry (b)
plotted against oxygen partial pressure. Closed symbols are bulk TGA and dila-
tometry data and open symbols are powder TGA and HTXRD data (symbols with
�'s indicate a second set of powder data) for Pr0.1Zr0.4Ce0.5O1.95�d (PZCO). Dotted
and dashed lines are from the literature for Gd0.1Ce0.9O1.95�d (GCO).4 Solid lines
represent linear fits to the first set of powder PZCO data, used with expansion
data to extract the stoichiometry expansion relationship shown in Fig. 2.
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competing processes. The rst one is the formation of an
oxygen vacancy, with surrounding lattice contraction
(primarily due to electrostatic interactions), and the second is
a change in the cation radius, resulting in lattice expansion
(primarily due to steric effects),15,16 with the latter contribution
much larger than the former and thus resulting in a net
expansion upon reduction of the material. The importance of
charge localization was also recognized in a subsequent
study.17 An interesting result of our investigation was that the
contraction due to the formation of an oxygen vacancy in ZrO2

(upon acceptor doping) is 91% larger than in CeO2, leading to
our prediction that a CeO2–ZrO2 solid solution will have
a smaller chemical expansion coefficient.16 In this communi-
cation, we test this hypothesis, both experimentally and
computationally, and show that the solid solution indeed
exhibits a signicant (�50%) decrease in aC. Implications of
this discovery will also be discussed.

Expansion measurements, performed using dilatometry or
high temperature X-ray diffraction (HTXRD) on dense or powder
samples, respectively (experimental details are reported in the
ESI†), are shown in Fig. 1a for Pr0.1Zr0.4Ce0.5O1.95�d (PZCO) and
compared with data in the literature for Gd0.1Ce0.9O1.95�d

(GCO). With decreasing pO2 at each temperature, both GCO and
PZCO exhibit expansion (with the isothermal expansion dened
as zero in air at each temperature). At each temperature, the
expansion of PZCO with decreasing pO2 is greater than GCO,
seemingly contradicting the earlier predictions of reduced aC

and an observation we will come back to later.
Turning to the non-stoichiometry data (measured by ther-

mogravimetry), one observes that during reduction, both PZCO
and GCO become more non-stoichiometric (with d y 0 in air),
consistent with the following reaction (written in Kröger–Vink
notation18).

O�
O4V $$

O þ 2e0 þ 1

2
O2 ðgÞ (1)

where O�
O is an oxide ion on its respective lattice site, V $$

O is an
oxygen vacancy with a double positive charge with respect to the
lattice, and e0 is an electron (localized on a cerium cation19). It is
clear from the gure that d (on the log scale) is signicantly
larger in PZCO than in GCO, consistent with the well-known
decrease in the vacancy formation energy upon Zr substitution,
discussed later. In fact, the enhanced reducibility has lead to
full reduction of Pr to the trivalent state, even in air conditions
(see discussion of Fig. A in ESI† and cf.21) making it a trivalent
acceptor dopant (like Gd3+) throughout the studied temperature
and pO2 range. In order to decouple the differences of d in these
two materials, the chemical expansion coefficient is now
extracted as discussed below.

The isothermal chemical expansion coefficient (aC) linearly
denes the relationship between chemical expansion (3C) and
change in oxygen non-stoichiometry (Dd) as described by the
equation below:2

3C ¼ aCDd (2)

Using the expansion and non-stoichiometry data in Fig. 1, aC
is derived from the slope of 3C versus d in Fig. 2. The slope is
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2013
signicantly less in PZCO than in GCO, clearly demonstrating
that the increase in volume with increase in non-stoichiometry (d) is
smaller in PZCO. This also shows that the greater chemical
expansion of PZCO for a given change in pO2 (Fig. 1a) only arises
because PZCO is more easily reduced than GCO. The average aC
for all the PZCO experimental data is 0.046 � 0.01, in good
agreement with simulated DFT data (aC ¼ 0.048, see below) and
is 54% less than in GCO (aC¼ 0.101).22 Additionally, aC in PZCO
is 45% less than in Pr0.1Ce0.9O2�d (aC ¼ 0.087 � 0.005) indi-
cating that the difference in aC is not due to choice of trivalent
Gd or Pr doping.23 Values of aC for each set of data are reported
in Table 1 of the ESI.†

Following the same procedure used in our previous work, the
effective radius of an oxygen vacancy is calculated using the
following equation.16

rV ¼ rO + 4(rh + rO)(aC � aM) (3)
Energy Environ. Sci., 2013, 6, 1142–1146 | 1143
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Fig. 3 Perspective image of the local relaxations around a vacancy in ZCO. Red,
green and grey spheres are oxygen, zirconium and cerium atoms, respectively.
Also shown are the 4f electron charge density (yellow), indicating where Ce3+

cations reside in the lattice. Due to periodic boundary conditions, the same cation
can appear twice in the lattice, as is the case for the Ce3+ cations in the bottom-left
row. The grey, thick arrows indicate atomic displacements greater than 0.2 Å, with
the arrow length corresponding to twice the displacement of the ion. Selected
bond distances (black, thin arrows) are also reported.

Fig. 2 Expansion versus non-stoichiometry, where the slope of the data is the
chemical expansion coefficient. Data for GCO are from ref. 4. For PZCO, closed
points are from dense samples (dilatometry) and open points are from powder
(HTXRD). Plus symbols are from computational predictions for Zr0.5Ce0.5O2�d.
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where rh is the host cation radius (taken, in this case, as
the weighted average radius between Ce4+, Pr3+, and Zr4+ ¼
0.9336 Å); rO the oxygen radius (1.38 Å); and aM the expansion
due to cation radius change. The average value of rV ¼ 0.966 �
0.092 Å calculated from the experimental data for PZCO (see
Table 2, ESI†) is in excellent agreement, within error, to the one
obtained in our previous work for ZrO2, rV¼ 0.988� 0.039 Å and
much smaller than that for CeO2 (rV ¼ 1.169 � 0.059 Å), indi-
cating that Zr plays a key role in decreasing aC, discussed in the
next section.

As shown in Fig. 2, the DFT calculations on uorite-struc-
tured24 Zr0.5Ce0.5O2�d (ZCO) with different oxygen stoichiome-
tries are in very good agreement with the experimental results
(computational details are reported in the ESI†). Here we note
that, since the chemical expansion coefficient has been shown
to be approximately temperature independent,4,23 we do not
foresee a discrepancy between the 0 K DFT calculations and the
elevated temperature measurements. To simplify the modeling,
Pr was not included in the studied composition, and is not
expected to signicantly alter the calculation, as it is has a xed
valence in the system (as discussed above). In addition to pre-
dicting macroscale properties, veriable by experiment, an
advantage of the computational technique is its insight into the
local atomic structure, such as the relaxation pattern of ions
around defects. For instance, the importance of local relaxa-
tions has already been recognized by Wang et al. in the context
of the outstanding oxygen storage capacity of k-Ce2Zr2O8.11

In Fig. 3, atomic positions of the ions close to a vacancy are
shown with grey arrows indicating direction of displacements
(with respect to the perfect crystal) greater than 0.20 Å and small
black arrows indicating bond distances. It is immediately
apparent that not all displacements are equal, nor in the same
direction, i.e. that the introduction of undersized Zr distorts
and destabilizes the oxygen sub-lattice, as indicated by Lee
et al.25 In general, cations are repelled by the vacancy and anions
attracted to it, consistent with our prior investigation of pure
CeO2, with the magnitude of contraction due to anion
1144 | Energy Environ. Sci., 2013, 6, 1142–1146
displacements greater than expansion from cation displace-
ments, leading to overall lattice contraction around a vacancy.16

In the Figure, the presence of Zr causes a large variation in
displacements among the anions, with a dependence on their
nearest neighbor cations. The oxide ion labeled 1 (see Fig. 3) is
strongly displaced towards the vacancy (to the le and into the
plane of the paper) by 0.53 Å, more than twice the displacement
(0.25 Å) of oxide ion 2 (and much greater than the average
displacement of �0.16 Å found for pure ceria16). This behavior
arises because oxide ion 1 is bound to two small Zr4+ ions,
allowing greater displacement as compared to oxide ion 2,
which is bound to a Zr4+ ion and a larger Ce3+ ion that creates a
stronger steric hindrance, blocking the oxide ion from further
displacement toward the vacancy. This displacement hindrance
is conrmed by the longer bond distances between the oxide,
Ce4+ and Ce3+ ions (2.20–2.50 Å on average) as compared to
oxide and Zr4+ ions (2.04–2.18 Å on average). In the extreme case
of two Ce3+ ions blocking an oxide ion (labelled 3 in Fig. 3), the
oxide ion is, counter intuitively, displaced 0.21 Å away from the
vacancy, indicating the importance of complex interactions
among all the ions as a whole in this solid solution. Overall, the
presence of Zr near a vacancy leads to shorter oxide ion to Zr4+

ion bond lengths (in agreement with previous calculations11)
with a correspondingly larger contraction, and hence smaller
chemical expansion than pure ceria. By controlling the lattice
relaxation around an oxygen vacancy, this novel solid solution
strategy presents a new way to reduce chemical expansion.

The markedly enhanced reducibility for ZCO, as observed
here and in several prior investigations,20,26–28 is believed to
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2013
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originate from local distortions of the lattice around Zr in
an attempt to accommodate the relatively small Zr size.25,29–31

With formation of vacancies, Zr obtains a lower coordination
number, aiding in stabilizing the ZCO solid solution in a
similar fashion as acceptor-doped, cubic-uorite-stabilized
zirconia.25,32–34 Indeed, this localized distortion tendency is
conrmed in the present expansion study, since aC (and rV) for
PZCO is found to be very similar to that for cubic ZrO2, sug-
gesting that vacancies are associated with Zr cations as opposed
to adopting a random distribution with an expected aC (and rV)
between that for CeO2 and ZrO2. This results in signicantly
larger lattice distortions and oxygen displacements towards the
vacancy near Zr (shown in Fig. 3) as compared to our previous
study on undoped ceria16 and in agreement with a computa-
tional study from Wang et al. predicting that such localized
oxygen displacements lead to the outstanding oxygen storage
capacity and release in k-Ce2Zr2O8, a similar material.11

As an illustration of the impact of this result, we present the
following example. The reduced chemical expansion coefficient
of PZCO and ZCO solid solutions has important ramications in
SOFC electrodes as well as three-way catalysts for automotive
applications, where the oxygen storage capacity of ZCO serves as
a buffer for redox reactions.10,20 In both cases, mechanical
stability on redox cycling is important, as well as the enhanced
oxygen deciency, or storage capacity. For example, with
changes in power demand or during initial startup, large
changes in oxygen activity at an SOFC anode occur as more or
less steam is produced or the cell is exposed to fuel gas for the
rst time, respectively, resulting in changes in d and hence
expansion. Upon rst exposing the cell to typical anode testing
conditions (H2 with 3% water at 800 �C, pO2� 10�21.3 atm) from
O2, both GCO and PZCO will expand, with PZCO initially
expanding more (see Fig. 1a), until the nal oxygen activity is
reached whence expansion of GCO and PZCO are comparable
(�0.8%, calculated using extrapolation of PZCO d data to the
low pO2). Now, for a change in steam content from 3% to 50%,
under the otherwise same conditions (nal pO2 � 10�18.3 atm),
the corresponding chemical expansion for PZCO is �0.3%, less
than half that for GCO (�0.7%) and presumably leading to
improved cyclability during operation. Of course, the impact of
Zr on other properties, such as the reported decrease in ionic
conductivity in ZCO,35,36 are important factors to consider when
designing devices. Notwithstanding this, recent work on free-
standing thin-lm SOFCs successfully employed a zirconia–
ceria electrolyte, with improved mechanical properties over
pure ceria and with relatively high power density.37
Conclusions

In conclusion, we reported HTXRD and dilatometry measure-
ments of the chemical expansion of Pr0.1Zr0.4Ce0.5O1.95�d. We
nd that, despite its easier reducibility, this material presents a
signicantly smaller chemical expansion coefficient compared
to that observed in ceria. This is consistent with predictions
from our previous work on chemical expansion in CeO2 and
ZrO2.16 DFT calculations were performed on Zr0.5Ce0.5O2�d to
understand the atomistic sources of this phenomenon. It was
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2013
found that oxide ions close to a vacancy are strongly displaced
towards it, and these displacements are facilitated by the
smaller ionic radius of the Zr4+ cations. Their presence, there-
fore, results in a bigger contraction of the lattice around the
vacancy, that, in turn, better compensates the cation expansion
upon reduction, resulting in a smaller chemical expansion
coefficient than ceria without zirconia. This behavior coincides
with prior investigations indicating that localized lattice relax-
ations around Zr cations, facilitated by oxygen vacancies, leads
to increased reducibility. This demonstration of controlling the
lattice relaxation around a vacancy offers a new approach towards
decreasing the chemical expansion coefficient of non-stoichiometric
oxides.
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